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Chapter 9 

Inside the rental room. 

Long Lao, who was dressed in a red Tang suit, sat on the sofa and looked at Chen 
Dong in a grave manner. 

“Young master, your acquisition of Din Tai this time is too reckless, the shantytown 
renovation project in the west of the city that Din Tai has just signed is enough to make 
Din Tai go bankrupt and collapse.” 

After receiving Chen Dong’s acquisition call, Long Lao immediately contacted and 
quickly completed the acquisition with his identity background and a price 30% above 
Dingtai’s market price. 

But after he investigated the situation of Din Tai afterwards, his head was suddenly 
turned upside down. 

If Dingtai, which was previously upwardly profitable, had completed the acquisition, the 
deal would not have been a loss, the big deal would have been to spend $130 million 
for the young master to practice. 

The young master wanted to take his mother back to the family, less practice like this. 

In the future, the business will only get bigger and bigger, so big that it will silence the 
gossips within the family. 

But a contract turned the business into something unbearable. 

It was only a matter of time before Din Tai went bankrupt and collapsed. 

It’s not that he can’t afford to lose money, the young master has a billion dollars in his 
Zingiber bank card alone, so this small amount is nothing. 

The point was that the young master had lost his first battle, and this would be difficult if 
those in the family knew about it and branded the young master as faint and 
incompetent, and the young master would then want to return to the family with his 
mother. 

“Elder Long is right, what I did was indeed a bit reckless.” Chen Dong did not deny that 
the shantytown renovation project had indeed not occurred to him. 



Elder Long said in a serious tone, “The master sent the old slave to assist the young 
master because he wanted the young master to grow and make glorious achievements 
so that in the future he could entrust the family to you in a dignified manner and take 
you and your mother back to the family in a righteous manner, but this matter of 
acquiring Din Tai’s bankruptcy, if those people in the family catch a hold of it… …” 

Knock, knock! 

Chen Dong tapped on the tabletop and laughed, “Who said I would lose money?” 

Elder Long froze. 

“Didn’t he want me to make a mark? That’s why I acquired Din Tai.” 

Chen Dong was full of a confident smile, but there was a bit of resentment in his eyes, 
“What’s wrong with abandoning me and my mother for twenty years and losing him 
some money?” 

Long Lao was a little anxious, “It’s not about money!” 

“The contract for the shantytown renovation project for an inflated $30 million, I really 
didn’t expect it, but I’m not a wining and dining loser in your eyes either, otherwise I 
could have climbed to the vice president position in three years?” 

Chen Dong’s sharp gaze and overflowing confidence made Long Lao’s eyebrows 
tighten as he continued, “You tell him to rest assured that in these twenty years, I have 
walked step by step to this day with the reputation of being a feral bastard, the 
achievements he wants, I will make them, the excellence he wants, I will show him!” 

“Not only will I do it, I’ll do it to the point where his jaw will drop! He took me and my 
mother back to the family fair and square and surrounded my mother with glory, that’s 
bullshit! That’s what my mother deserves! I will take it to my mother with my own 
hands!” 

The words rang out like thunder. 

Even though Elder Long was as aloof as water, he could not help but blush, hearing the 
strong resentment in Chen Dong’s mouth. 

He opened his mouth and was about to persuade, but Chen Dong’s next words made 
him freeze on the spot. 

“Dingtai will not collapse in my hands, it will only become more glorious, and not only 
will the transformation of the shantytown west of the city not lose money, but I will also 
make it profitable!” 



Chen Dong smiled and raised three fingers, “Give me three days, as long as you do one 
thing for me, Elder Long, I am confident that I will turn this chess game over!” 

If it was the old Chen Dong, let alone acquiring Din Tai, even if he had the money to do 
so, there was nothing he could do in the face of such a situation, he could only admit to 
it. 

But now, it was different! 

This was also the reason why he was only surprised for a moment when he found out 
about the sky-high contract that Old Li had signed. 

He had full assurance of flipping the deal! 

“Young master, can you really earn it?” 

Elder Long was excited, he was here to assist Young Master, if Young Master lost his 
first battle, he wouldn’t be able to explain to Master, but Chen Dong’s confidence and 
dryness gave him a glimmer of hope: “Young Master, you say, Old Slave will do his 
best!” 

Ten minutes later, Long Lao happily left the rental house. 

After getting into his Rolls Royce Phantom, he couldn’t wait to dial a phone number. 

“Master, it seems that we have been underestimating young master, over the years, he 
has grown more than we imagined.” 

As soon as the call was answered, Elder Long said excitedly, “This acquisition, if we 
follow Young Master’s plan, it will be a great victory!” 

After pausing for a few seconds, Elder Long sighed and said helplessly, “But …… the 
young master still has a grudge against you for what happened back then. ……” 

Inside the rental room, Chen Dong did not know that Elder Long was calling his father to 
report everything. 

He rubbed his face and calmed down, Chen Dong got up and went into the kitchen to 
make soup, his mother was recovering in hospital and the necessary nutrition had to be 
kept up. 

The takeaway was convenient, but he didn’t feel at ease. Even if he was busy, he would 
rather make soup for his mother himself. 

After graduating, he worked hard to earn money, with the idea of living up to Wang Nan 
Nan and the idea of a fledgling feeding his mother. 



He could not afford to support Wang Nan Nan’s family, and after the divorce, all his 
thoughts from now on would only be on his career and filial piety to his mother. 

After skillfully putting the ingredients into the casserole and turning it to a low simmer, 
Chen Dong returned to the living room to rest. 

At this time, his mobile phone WeChat rang to add a friend. 

After seeing the other party, Chen Dong smiled helplessly, this former sister-in-law, was 
the lesson not deep enough? 

After clicking agree, Lin Xue’er on the opposite side quickly sent a message. 

“Mr. Chen, are you free tonight? Xue’er would like to invite you to dinner.” 

It seemed that the lesson learned last time was indeed not deep enough! 

Chen Dong rubbed his nose, Wang Nan Nan tried desperately to get me to help her 
brother marry Lin Xue’er, but Lin Xue’er ran to me, how should their family react when 
they found out? 

He sent back a quick message, “Sorry, no time, my mother is in hospital and I have to 
take care of my mother, besides, you’re kind of harassing.” 

Lin Xue’er replied in almost seconds, “Harassment? I’ve been harassed, Mr. Chen is 
bad.” 

Chen Dong smiled disdainfully and was about to put the phone aside and ignore it. 

Suddenly, a message came from a friend on the screen that he hadn’t contacted for a 
long time. 

Chen Dong was a little lost in thought as he looked at the screen. 

The other party sent a message, “Chen Dong, I heard that you and Nan Nan got 
divorced?” 

Rubbing his nose, Chen Dong smiled bitterly. 

The divorce between him and Wang Nan Nan was bound to be known by the people 
around him, and with the Wang family’s style, it was even more unlikely that they would 
hide the fact that he, a phoenix man, had been dumped. 

However, what he didn’t expect was that she was the first one to ask about it. 



After a simple reply of “hmm”, Chen Dong switched his phone off and returned to the 
kitchen to make soup for his mother. 

On the other hand, Lin Xue’er was curled up on the bed, her hair spread out, revealing 
her snow-white shoulders, her eyebrows furrowed as she looked at her phone. 

“Why aren’t you answering back? I’ve been so explicit, doesn’t he even understand?” 

Lin Xue’er shook her head, amused by the thought of herself. 

Didn’t understand? 

If she really didn’t understand, how could she have been so single-minded last time? 

With a firm gaze, she hesitated for a moment before sending another message over to 
Chen Dong: “Mr. Chen, is Auntie sick? Which hospital is she in? I want to go and visit 
auntie.” 

She knew exactly what she wanted, and that was why she was willing to marry Wang 
Hao. 

But, when there was a better target, she didn’t mind at all to continue the chase. 

Even if once in front of that man, her dignity was lost and she was ravaged. 

The adult heart only talks about pros and cons, not about right and wrong. 

And now, putting aside all her pride and graciously welcoming Chen Dong, in her heart, 
the pros outweigh the cons. 

After waiting for a long time and not waiting for Chen Dong’s reply, Lin Xue’er’s willow 
brow furrowed even deeper, a little distracted. 

At this very moment, Wang Hao sent a message. 

“Xue’er, what are you doing? Let’s hack together, that my parents said that we can get 
the bride price together in a week, and then we can get engaged and get ready to get 
married.” 

“Annoying!” 

Lin Xue’er impatiently cursed lowly, then quickly replied, “Okay, got it, I’m going to take 
a shower first.” 


